Introduction
Many local languages are still alive in Southeast Sulawesi, such as Tolaki, Wawonii, Moronene, Kulisusu, Muna, Wolio, Wakatobi, Ciacia, Bosoa, Bugis, Toraja, and Bali language. Muna language (Ml) is one of the local languages in Southeast Sulawesi which has some unique features such as vocalic, agglutinative, and incorporative characteristics (Marafad, 2015:1) . As a vocalic language, Ml has open syllable as shown in the following illustration.
a) kaue > ka-u-e 'swing' b) aeueue > a-e-u-e-u-e 'I am swinging' c) aa > 'waist' From foreign language which has a closed syllabic will be an open syllabic if absorbed into Muna language.
d) ker-tas > ka-ra-ta-si e) pi-ring > pi-ri As a language characterized by agglutination, Ml has the root that can attached to some affixes, such as the following. The word sepa 'kick' can be created to some affixes i.e., tadopokabhansepalihighoomoa (one word). Its word when the affixes described looks as follows. ta-do-po-ka-bha-nsepa-li-hi-ghoo-mo-a prefix root sufix As a language characterized by incorporative, Ml has the form of words that contains a subject, predicate, and object as shown in the following example. a)
The characteristic feature also appears on demonstrative noun forms ini and aini e.g., ainihakanau 'This is me', ainihakanaumo 'This is me, I am here', ainihakasamimo 'We are here', ainihadamo 'They are here'. When examined further, ainihakanau > a- ini-ha-kanau; a-inihakanaumo > a-ini-ha-kanau-mo; a-inihakasamimo > aini-ha-kasami-mo; a-inihadamo > a-ini-ha-da-mo as an incorporative feature also.
Based on data above, the demonstrative ini and aini need to be analyzed further to discover the meaning and function as well its distribution in phrase, clause, and sentence. The distribution of aini in the following sentence belongs to grammatical. However, aini can not be substituted with demonstrative of ini. a) Aini o lambu mokesa. 'This is a nice house' b) Aini lambu mokesa 'This is a nice house' c) *Ini o lambu mokesa d) *Ini lambu mokesa But: e) O lambu ini nokesa, 'This house is nice' How the meaning, function, and distribution of both forms of demonstrative (ini and aini) will be described in the results section and discussion.
Research Method
The method used was a descriptive qualitative method. Reasons to use this method because of the exposure data is presented as it is and then classified, analyzed, and summarized. The technique used is distributional technique. The technique is used to see how far the demonstrative of ini and aini graced position at beginning, middle, or final position in a construction. 
Results and Analysis
Data 1:
Art fish this 1S-Inf-burn -3S 'I will burn this fish'
2) Kenta-ku ini a-t-um-unu -e. Fish-Pos1S this 1S-Inf-burn -3S 'I will burn my fish'
3) O kenta a-t-umunu -e
Art ikan 1S-Inf-bakar -3S 'I will burn the fish' 4) *kenta ini atumunue Demonstrative of a noun can be used after noun preceded by the article O or preceded by a definite noun as in Data 1 and Data 2, while Data 4 is ungrammatical because kenta 'fish' is indefinite. Data 3 is grammatical but the meaning of kenta 'fish' is relatively general. It means which kenta 'fish' intended. 
24) Indefie o-rato ini?
Kapan 2S-tiba ini 'When you arrived?'
The structure of the sentence in (23) and (24) Ino, L., & Nirmalasari, -. (2016 On the data (53-57) seemed that the verb followed by bound personal pronouns and then followed by demonstrative ini. The fifth such data seems also occurred the free pronouns deletion, namely inodi 'I/me', ihintu 'You', insaidi 'We', anoa 'He/she', andoa 'They'. The entirely sentences that appear in the data (59-63). 
67) *kambuluini
Form of demonstrative ini can be changed according to the function and meaning. When the function of demonstrative ini as a modifier before a noun, then the form ini changed becomes aini. Actually, the function of phoneme /a/ as a noun substitute which modified so that in front of a noun can be deletion or not present. Look at the following data.
68) Labua-
ini no-bhala. pumpkin (that) this 3S-big 'The pumpkin is big.'
The meaning contained within this sentence is that 'the pumpkin is big, while others are small.' By contrast, if it is said as follows.
69) O labu
ini no-bhala. Art pumpkin this 3S-big 'The pumpkin is big.'
